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A COMPARATIVE TEST OF LUBRICANTS.
INTRODUCTORY
.
Cost of production plays an important part in the
modern manufacturing world, and, in order to produce a given article
as cheaply as possible, the time and power spent in producing must
be cut down to a minimum. Imperfect librication is responsible
for a large per cent of the power wasted, especially with machinery
carrying an intermittent load. It is quite a common occurrence,
in factories where the annual expense for lubrication amounts to
thousands of dollars, to find that the friction loss amounts to
50% or even more.
The average manufacturer knows very little concern-
ing the actual conditions of friction, or the effect of a libricat-
ing film in modifying the friction loss. Load and speed, as well
as the nature and condition of the surfaces in contact, play an im-
portant part in determining the lubrication, and from this it may
be seen that a large number of experiments, under different condi-
tions, are necessary in order to gain a fair knowledge of the sub-
ject.
Dr. Thurston gives the following laws, applicable to
perfect friction only:
1. The coefficient of friction varies inversely as
the intensity of the pressure, and the resistance
is independent of the pressure.
2. The coefficient varies with the square of the speed

23. The resistance varies directly as the area of the
journal and the bearing.
4. The friction is reduced as the temperature rises,
and as the viscosity of the lubricant is thus de-
creased.
Perfect lubrication is not possible, and consequently
the laws governing the actual cases are likely to be very different
from the above. The coefficient of friction in any case is likely
to be made up of the sum of two components, solid and fluid friction
From an article entitled "Lubrication and Lubricants"
in the February 1910 number of the Journal of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, the following is quoted:
"The value of viscosity as a distinguishing property
of lubricating oil is recognized by all who have given attention to
the subject, but all are not agreed as to the extent of its practi-
cal reliability - - - - • Archbutt calls attention to the fact
that at low speeds the friction of a cylindrical journal should be
proportional to the viscosity of the oil; but at higher speeds and
consequently increased temperatures, the relation of friction to
viscosity ceases - - - - . Hurst also mentions that a broader
knowledge of the practical working of oils is necessary than can be
obtained from chemical or physical tests alone. He maintains that
the test of an oil from a journal shows conclusively its adaptabil-
ity to such use. - The principal points to be observed in a
mechanical test are the effects of speed, load, temperature, and
the frictional effects due to viscosity and oiliness."

OBJECT OF TESTS.
During the previous year, in a series of tests made
by the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Ill-
inois, certain oils were investigated in order to determine the re-
lation "between friction and temperature - the speed of the bearing,
and the weight on the bearing being kept constant. It was thought,
therefore, that a series of experiments using the same bearing but
investigating the relation of friction to speed and viscosity,
might be of value.
The following tests were finally decided upon:
A. Keeping the load on the bearing constant, to deter-
mine the rise in temperature and the friction, at
the following speeds: 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1P00
R. P. M.
B. Keeping the load on the bearing, and the bearing
temperature constant, at 110 degrees Fahr., to de-
termine the friction at the same speeds as in W AM .
C. To determine the viscosity of the oils at the same
temperature as that of the bearing during the ex-
periments of M B" .
Speeds below 400 R. P. M. were found to be inadvis-
able on account of the difficulty in keeping the speed constant
when the pull exceeded a certain maximum.
The oils tested were as follows:
1. Heavy wwight Renown machine oil.
2. Medium weight Standard gas engine cylinder oil.

47>. Medium weight Arco gas engine oil.
4. Medium weight American gas engine cylinder oil.
5. Heavy weight Capital cylinder oil.
6. Light weight gas engine cylinder oil, which will be
designated as oil A.
The first two and No. 5 are Standard Oil Company
products. No. 3 is made by the Atlantic Refining Company of
Cleveland, Ohio. No. 4 is made by the American Oil Company of
Jackson, Michigan. The maker of oil A is not known.
CHARACTER OF AFPARATUS.
The machine used in making tests was an oil dynamom-
eter made by the Central Laboratory Supply Company of Indianapolis,
Indiana. A photograph of this apparatus is shown on page
The machine consisted essentially of an ordinary jour-
nal and bearing, A, fitted with a sight feed oil cup, B, a D.C.
motor, C, for rotation the journal, and instruments for obtaining
the necessary data, as follows: thermometers, D and E, spring scale,
F, and a speed counter (not shown). The bearing was fitted with a
water jacket, by means of which the temperature could be regulated.
The load was applied on the bearing by weights hung
on the extreme ties of the cast iron beam, G, which contained the
bearing. The hangers on which the weights were placed were attach-
ed to the beam by leather straps, flexible enough to allow the
weights to swing freely.
The motor and supports for the shaft on which the

5journal was carried were all fastened rigidly to the cast iron base.
The shaft ran on roller bearings, one of which was placed near
either end of the journal. The bearing was tied to the supports
containing the roller bearings, so as to keep it on the center of
the journal. A supporting frame for the scale used to measure the
friction pull was also fastened to the bed plate.
METHODS EMPLOYED IN MAKING TESTS.
After starting the motor, the oil feed was adjusted
to five drops per minute, and the speed brought to the required
value. If a constant temperature run was being made, the water
circulation through the jacket was adjusted, while on the other
group of tests, the machine was allowed to run until the bearing
temperature became nearly constant.
The following readings were taken every five minutes
during the tests, which were each of one hour*s duration:
1. Number of reading.
2. Time.
3. Room temperature.
4. Bearing temperature.
5. Pull on scale.
6. R.P.M.
Room temperature was read from thermometer, E , the
number being that given on the photograph. The bearing temperature
was obtained from thermometer D, which was inserted in an oil cup
which" ran down through the water jacket and touched the bearing

6metal. The friction pull was read from scale E, and was propor-
tional to the coefficient of friction. By means of screw H the
scale was moved horizontally until a line on guide I, which was fas-
tened to the hearing beam, was under the pointer J. Under these
conditions the hearing beam was horizontal.
The speed changes were made by cutting resistance in
or out of a rheostat K placed in the armature circuit. At first a
revolution counter was used for obtaining the R.P.Li., but later a
tachometer was obtained. The use of this instrument facilitated
the taking of readings, and also made it possible to quickly ad-
just the speed.
As previously stated, tests were run at five speeds
on each oil, these tests being run twice. For the first test the
temperature was not controlled, but in the second it was kept at
110 degrees by means of cooling water circulated through the water
jacket. The water was taken from the university mains, entering
through a controlling valve and flexible tube L, and leaving through
tube M • In some ceses it was necessary to pour hot water through
the jacket to keep the temperature high enough.
An attempt was made to run a test on Capital oil at &
temperature of 110 degrees, but after running for a short time, du-
ring which widely fluctuating readings were obtained, the bearing
seiged. The burning out of the rheostat was the result, and it
was deemed inadvisable to attempt to continue that series of tests.
Preliminary to running the tests, the machine was
thoroughly cleaned and inspected. The motor was found to be well

7lined up with the journal shaft, and, furthermore, the presence of
a flexible coupling between the two made good conditions of drive
certain.
The journal and bearing wwre cleaned with gasoline
and fine emery cloth before each test. The gasoline alone would
not cut the film of oil left by the prededing test. The oil cup
was also taken apart and thoroughly cleaned between tests.
All parts which acted as a load on the bearing were
carefully weighed, and the weights distributed on the two hangers
so as to nearly balance the machine. The final accurate balancing
was done by placing a strip of emery cloth between the beam end
and the strap supporting the weights, which were thus moved away
from the center line of the journal. By reversing the field con-
nections on the motor, its direction of rotation was reversed, and
the load was then adjusted until the pull on the spring was the
same, regardless of the direction of rotation.
CALIBRATION OF INSTRUMENTS.
Before commencing the tests, the thermometer used for
indicating bearing temperatures and the spring scale for measuring
the pull were tested for accuracy. The scale was tested with
standard weights, and found to be correct through the entire range.
The thermometer did not vary more than one half of one degree from
the standard, and was considered sufficiently accurate for the pur-
pose contemplated.

8APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF OBTAINING VISCOSITY
.
The viscosity of the oils used in the tests was deter-
mined by a viscometer, a photograph of which is shown on page
The oil was placed in the brass cup 1, surrounded by a water jacket
in which was a thermometer 2. The temperature was raised to the
required point, as shown by the thermometer 3, by means of the ring
gas burner 4.
Then the stopper was removed from a small hole in the
bottom of the oil cup, and the time in seconds required t& fill a
200 c.c. flask noted. The time in which a like volume of water
would flow was also found. The ratio of the time taken by the oil
to that taken by the water gives the viscosity of the oil, the vis-
cosity of water being taken as unity. All tests Fere run at 110
degrees Fahr., and the head on the orifice was the same in each case.
The viscosity of Capital oil was not obtained, because
it was not tested at constant temperature. A test was started,
however, and continued long enough to show that the viscosity would
be about 25.
REMARKS
.
A variation of about one drop per minute on either
side of the five which were normally allowed to flow did not have
an appreciable effect upon either the pull or bearing temperature.
During a test on Standard gas engine oil, it was
noticed that no oil was coming out at the ends of the bearing, but
that it had backed up in the passage from the cup to the bearing.
The pull was rising at the same time. On inspection it was found

9that the oil grooves were gummed up. The deposit was removed and
the grooves smoothed up, and no further trouble was experienced.
When cooling off the bearing in the attempt to run
tests on Capital oil at 110 degrees, the water jacket did not act
very rapidly, so water was poured over the bearing. Whenever
water got on the end of the bearing, so that it could work in be-
tween the bearing surfaces, the motor speeded up quickly, showing
that the friction had dropped.
DISCUSSION OP DATA.
The results obtained from the tests are good. Nearly
all of the points on or very close to the curves drawn. In discus-
sing these results, those for constant temperatures will be handled
first, those for actual running conditions next, and finally the
effect of viscosity variations.
1. Temperature Held Constant.
With the temperature held constant at 110 degrees,
the curves between speed and coefficient of friction show that the
one increases with the other, for each oil tested.
In the case of the three high grade light bodied oils,
the curves are nearly straight, showing that the coefficient varied
directly as the speed. For Renown the curve is concave upward,
showing that the coefficient varies as some power of the speed.
The curve for Standard gas engine oil is concave downward, indicat-
int that the coefficient varies directly as some fractional power
of the speed. It is assumed that the above two curves have a para-
bolic form.
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All of the curves except that for Renown oil would
pass very close to the origin if continued in 'the same general form
to uero speed. They would probably decrease with the speed nart
of the way between and 400 R.P.M.
2. Actual Running Conditions.
In the case of oil "AH the curve obtained under nor-
mal conditions is a horizontal line, showing that the increase of
temperature lowered the viscosity sufficiently to counterbalance
the effect of increased speed. American and Arco oils have coef-
ficients which increase but slightly with the speed, in approximates
ly straight lines. The results for Renown and Standard gas engine
oils, as well as for the above named three, were similar to those
for constant temperature conditions, except that all curves were
flatter and more nearly horizontal.
The tests of Capital oil have little value, as it is
unfair to test a cylinder oil under the conditions which prevailed.
The coefficient of friction decreases suddenly with the speed, and
approaches that of the other oils at the highest speed. For the
temperatures corresponding to the steam pressures with which this
oil is usled, it would in all probability have a low coefficient of
friction.
5. Effect of Viscosity.
The viscosities of all oils except Standard gas en-
gine are so nearly the same that the curves are plotted between the
point for this oil and a mean of the other four. A straight line
was assumed as approximating the correct curve, there being no mid-
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die points to determine it more closely.
Curves are drawn between viscosity and coefficient of
friction for speeds of 500, 800, and 1100 R.P.M. The slope of all
curves is about the same, decreasing slightly as the speed increases,
due to the fact that the coefficient of friction increases less
rapidly for Standard gas engine oil than for the other oils. This
is an effect of one oil only, so that the main result of the viscos-
ity tests is to show that the coefficient of friction varies direct-
ly as the viscosity. The viscometer used was not sufficiently
accurate to permit of any other deductions.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
Oil HAM is the best oil for speeds from 800 R.P.M • up.
Below this speed American and Arco run about even with it, so that
the price would be the deciding factor. Renown oil might be used
economically at low speeds, because of its low cost. Standard gas
engine and Capital oils are not suited for the conditions of the
tests.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER TESTS.
The method of driving should be altered to allow of
uniform operation at low speeds. The addition of a fly wheel
might steady the speed sufficiently. The shaft bearings should be
enlarged, or a shorter journal made, so that greater loads could be
applied per square inch of projected area. The apparatus should
be put where the room temperature could be kept more constant, if
possible. Then, if a good viscometer were obtained, the apparatus

IS
would be in good shape for further tests.
There are several conditions which might be varied
to obtain further knowledge of the properties of oils. Among these
are the load, size of bearing, ratio of diameter to length, and
bearing materials. By using oils of variable viscosities, and a
good viscometer, much could be learned, as this property probably
is the most important.
Chemical analyses of the oils might reveal facts of
interest.
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1^
The coefficient of friction is given by the formula
IT M
-7 =
4 W r
where = coefficient of friction
W = total weight on bearing = 370#
r = radius of bearing
From figure M ~ P 1 r
4.5265 + 1.31P
1.31
Then
0.00958 P
4.527TP/
-7 = & 9.00958 P
4x370/
is equal to
The load per square inch of projected bearing area
370
—- = 29#
2.62 X 4.37
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
W. M. HASKELL H. MOSCHEL
Test No. 1
Oil BffjaawiL
Date .Fab*. -IS,- -1910
.
Coefficient of friction 0..0213.
_
Surface speed
- SQ7- - f-t ,-/min . -
Weight on bearing 3-70l-lb.
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average
p
T
.
im
§.
4:25
4:30
4:35
4:40
4:45
4:50
4:55
5:00
5:05
5:10
5:15
5:20
5:25
Room
63
64
64
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
63
63
64
63,6
Temperatures
Bearing
153
156
159:
162
163
162
162
161
159
158
157
157
156
159
Pull
2,85
3..00
2.25
1.85
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.05
2,15
2.15
2.15
2.05
2.20
2.21
R. P.
1317
1226
1359
1289
1263
1291
1390
1247
1292
1343
1270
1263
1253
1262
M.
Test No 2.
Oil Renown.
Coefficient of friction
_ O ,017-5 - -
Surface speed. . .70.0, it /bin.
_
Date _._"F£b^-19,--191Q. Weight on bearing. _
.
_37Q.lb.-
Reading N o. Time Temperatt; res Pull R. PRoom Hearing
A. M.
1 8:30 56 137 1.75 1020
2 8:35 56 135 1.80 1017
3 8:40 65 134 1.90 1012
4 8:45 57 133 1.85 1035
5 8:50 57 134 1.90 1040
6 8:55 57 135 1.85 1026
7 9:00 58 135 1,85 1018
8 9:05 58 135 1.80 1014
9 9:10 58 135 1,85 1010
10 9:15 58 135 1.85 1021
11 9:20 58 135 1.80 1030
12 9:25 58 135 1.85 1026
13 9:30 58 135 1.80 1016
Average
57.3 134,9 1.83 1021
M.
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
W. M. HASKELL H. MOSCHEL
Test No J3
oil Benown
Date Feb,. 19^. 1910.
Coefficient of friction 0_..0172-_
Surface speed 558. _£i./vklXk*
Weight on bearing ?70if
Reading No. Time
A. M,
Temperatures
Room Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
1 9':35 58 132 1.50 812
9
>~> 9-
: 40 bo 129 1.65 780
3 9-:45 58 127 1.75 780
4 9':50 58 127 1.90 850
5 9::55 59 128 1.90 835
6 10':00 59 128 1.85 831
7 10 :05 59 127 1.85 836
8 10 :10 59 127 1.85 820
9 10-:15 60 127 1.80 790
10 10':20 60 126 1.80 800
11 10::25 60 126 1.80 822
12 10::30 60 126 1.80 830
13 10::35 59 126 1,80 811
Average 58.8 127.4 1.79 814
Test No. 4 Coefficient of friction 0.0157
Oil .Renown _
.
Surface sneed 420 ft /ruin.
Date
_19,-191Q, Weight on bearing _37_0#_
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
A. M.
Koom .Bearing
' 1 10-:40 57 122 1.70 620
2 10 :45 57 120 1.55 605
3 10-:50 57 118 1.70 600
4 10':55 58 117 1.65 608
5 11 :00 58 116 1.60 605
6 11':05 58 116 1.65 604
7 11':10 59 115 1.65 595
8 11':15 59 114 1.60 600
9 11::20 59 113 1.60 605
10 11-l:S5 60 113 1.60 610
11 11::-30 60 112 1.70 635
12 11':35 60 112 1.70 610
13 11::40 60 112 1.70 650
Average 58.3 114.6 1.64 611
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
W. M. HASKELL H. MOSCHEL
Test No. ----5 C.npffir.ipnt nf frirtinn
Oil . . . Hejiown. . .
.
Surface speed
Date .Feb* 31. 1910 Weight on bearing.. _370j^ —
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.Koom .Bearing
P. M.
1 3:20 75 114 1.55 420
2 3:25 72 113 1.60 440
3 3:30 73 112 1.55 420
4 3:35 73 110 1.55 405
5 3:40 73 108 1.70 420
eo 73 108 1.75 421
7 73 108 1.75 435
8 3:55 73 108 1.75 453
9 4:00 73 108 1.70 412
74 108 1.75 420
11 4:10 73 106 1,70 422
12 4:15 73 106 1.65 420
13 4:20 72 106 1.70 416
Average
73 109.1 1.62 424
Test No. 6. Coefficient of friction _ _ 0.0368
Oil Re_rmm.. Surface speed -...815.itymin^
Date Feb 21 Weight on bearing., . ,.3V.0#_._.
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom Bearing
1 5:00 72 108 3.75 1280
2 5:05 71 110 4.25 1280
3 5:10 72 109 4,10 1275
A
•* O , lO 72 110 3.95 1285
5 5:20 72 na 4,15 1290
6 5:25 71 108 4.05 1280
7 71 107 3,90 1285
8 5:35 71 109 3,50 1295
9 5:40 71 110) 3.80 1300
10 5:45 71 110 3.70 1290
11 5:50 71 109 3.70 1295
12 5:55 71 109 3.60 1290
13 6:00 71 109 3.50 1285
Average 71.3 109 3.84 1287
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
W. M. HASKELL H. MOSCHEL
Test No. ---?- C.opffir.ipnt nf frirtinn C)P,7R
Oil T? en nwn Snrfarp snppH
- -—
. —
^- • «
70ft ft. /m-in
Date Weight on bearing 37 0#
Reading No. Time Temperatures
Room Bearing Pull R. P. M.
P. M.
1 6:05 71 107 2.90 AAA990
2 6:10 71 105 2.70 1000
3 6:15 71 108 d ,7U 1000
4 6:20 71 111 2.85 980
5 6:25 71 111 3.10 1005
aD p. •
r<nD . OU 71 110 2.95 1012
7 71 111 2.90 1031
8 6:40 71 111 2.35 991
9 6:45 71 108 2.90 1010
o • o\j 71 111 2.85 1040
11 6:55 71 113 3.00 1005
12 7:00 71 110 3.10 998
13 7:05 71 109 2.85 1020
A vpracpv 1 ci ^
71 109.6 2.87 1006
Test No. ...8 Coefficient of friction _ _G_02O6
Oil Renown Surface sDeed 555 ft/min.
Date ...Eetb..--21,-1910. Weight on bearing 37-0$.
Reading No. 1 ime TemperaturesRoom Bearing
Pull R. P. A T
P. M.
1 7*10 72 111 2.20 812
2 7:15 72 109 2.30 790
3 7:20 72 110 2,10 845
4 7:25 72 111 2,11 846
5 7:30 71 111 2.15 812
O i : oo 72 109 2.15 800
7 7:40 72 109 2.10 788
8 7:45 72 110) 2.10 790
9 7:50 72 111 2.11 800
10 7:55 71 110; 2.10 760
11 8:00 72 110 2.15 820
12 8:05 72 110 2.15 822
13 8:11 72 111 2.20 824
Average
71.9 110.1 2.14 807

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
W. M. HASKELL H. MOSCHEL
Test No 9 Coefficient of friction .
.
0.0153
Oil Renown Surface speed ..-419. jrt/aiin.
utile F_eb...21.,..1910. Weight on bearing
-
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom .Bearing
1 8:15 (A 1.50 625
2 8:20 72 109 1.60 600
3 8:25 72 108 1.60 610
4 ft • %c\ 72 108 J. fOU 598
5 8:35 (
c
108 2.10 621
6 8:40 72 109 1.60 610
7 8:45 72 110 1.60 600
8 8:50 72 109 1.60 594
9 72 109 1.60 592
10 9» 00 72 109 1.60 600
11 9- 05 71 109 1.60 590
12 9» 10 71 109 1.60 599
13 Q» 1 5•7 . A- <-J 71 109 1.65 605
Average 71.8 109 1.59 610
Test No. -10 Coefficient of friction. -.--0-.-0150----
Oil American. Surface speed ..£65.1 t/miiu
Uate _ .Pe.b^_ 2-4,. .1910. Weight on bearing .__.57Q#-
IV. (.11.1 111 - i \.J a Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom rearing
1 3:00 67 134 1.65 1260
2 3:05 67 134 1.60 1265
3 3:10 61 135 1.55 1270
4 3:15 64 136 1.60 1255
5 3:20 66 137 1.55 1260
6 3:25 66 138 1.55 1255
7 3:30 67 139 1.55, 1275
8 3:35 67 140 1.55 1280
9 3:40 67 141 1.55 1290
10 3:45 67 142 1.55 1295
11 3:50 67 142 1.55 1280
12 3:55 67 142 1.50 1265
15 4:00 67 142 1.50 1265
Average 66.2 139 1,56 1260
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TESTS OF LUBRICANTS
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Test No 11
oil __Arae_xi.cji£_..._
Date FAb-^-£4,..1910.
Coefficient of friction ..0.0146 _
Surface speed 695 .ft /mln ,
Weight on bearing 3.7.0$
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pullr n PPMJA. . ST . 1VI
.
P. M.
Koom .Bearing
1 4:10 68 132 1.50 1010
<J
A • 1 R*± i XD 69 132 1 50 1026JL \J P*J \S
3 4:20 70 132 1.50 1060
4 4:25 71 132 1.50 982
5 4:30 132 1.50 990
6 4:35 71 132 1.55 995
7 4:40 72 133 1.55 1035
8 4:45 72 134 1.55 1020
9 4:50 72 134 1.55 1000
10 4:55 69 134 1.50 1002
11 5:00 69 133 1.50 1030
12 5:05 70 133 1.50 1000
13 5:10 71 133 1.55 1000
Average 70.8 133 1.52 1012
Test No. 12 Coefficient of friction -0.0142
Oil .... .American... Surface speed .-..5.56.-ft-/min.
Date .FAtu- 2.5,. .1910, Weight on bearing. _ . 370#
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average
Time
P. M.
1:05
1:10
1:15
1:20
1:25
1:30
1:35
1:40
1:45
1:50
1:55
2:00
2:05
Temperatures
Room Bearing
75
75
75
65
60
60
60
62
62
68
71
72
73
67.5
121
120
120
118
117
116
116
116
115
117
117
118
118
118
Pull
1.25
1.40
1.40
1.50
1.50
1,55
1.50
1.55
1.50
1.55
1.50
1.55
1.55
1.48
R. P. M.
820
811
811
791
800
795
806
830
825
816
760
830
860
811
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Test No. ..13 Coefficient of friction. . -.0*0.128.
,
Oil American Surface qnepH 422 ft /min.
Date Feb. 26,. 1910. Weight on bearing 370#
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
A. M. Koom .bearing
1 8:05 64 1.10 615
2 8:10 59 109 1,20 640
3 8:15 56 107 1.30 640
ft • 9A 55 105 1 30 oyo
5 8:25 55 104 1.40 575
6 8:30 58 103 1.45 621
7 ft • 'scp; 60 103 1.50
8 8:40 62 103 1.40 623
9 8:45 63 104 1.35 630
10 8:50 64 105 1.35 635
64 105 1.35 635
12 9:00 64 105 1.30 595
13 9:05 64 105 1.30 570
Average 61.6 105 1.33 615
Test No. ....14 Coefficient of friction
.
-0,01-13-
Oil American Surface sDeed 278 ft /min.
JJate Feb 26 1910 • Weight on bearing 370#
F? p p d i n cr Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.Koom bearing
A. M.
1 9:20 64 100 1.10 410
2 9:25 65 99 1.05 390
3 9:30 65 98 1.10 395
4 9:35 65 97 1.10 400
5 9:40 65 97 1.20 420
« 66 96 1.20- 411
7 9:50 66 96 1.20 410
8 9:55 65 95 1.25 405
9 10:00 66 95 1.20 411
10 10:05 68 94 1.20 408
11 10:10 69 94 1.25 418
12 10:15 67 94 1.25 394
13 10:20 68 94 1.20 395
Average
66 96 1,18 405
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Test No. .16. Coefficient of friction
Amer ican* » •
_l_ %_/ VAi.il Surface speed
v . — xj 4_7 - "
..-.6a8_Itymin_..
Date Feb, 26, 1910. Weight on bearing 57 Of
Reading No. 1 ime Temperatures Pull R. P. M.Koom Bearing
A. M.
1 11:35 69 108 2.10 1005
2 11:40 68 107 2.05 1000
3 11:45 69 107 yoo
4 11:50 D f 111 3.10 1040
5 11:55 68 112 2.20 1020
D inc. : uu 66 107 2.20 1025
7 12:05 65 107 3.10 1015
8 12:10 67 111 2.00 1002
9 12:15 69 112 2.05 985
lu 13 : 30 67 111 2.10 1000
11 12:25 66 113 2,15 1030
12 12:30 68 111 2.20 1030
13 12:35 69 108 2.15 995
Average
67.7 2.12109 1001
Test No. ...15.— Coefficient of friction .
.
..Q.D256
American Surface speed ...850 ft /inin.
Date ...Fab-.- 26,- -1-910. Weight on bearing -37G#—
-
T"l J * XTReading No. 1 ime
Temperatures Pull R. P. MIVi •
Koom ceanng
A. M.
1 10:30 65 108 2.05 1240
2 10:35 65 111 2.50 1230
3 10:40 65 109 2.75 1220
4. 10:45 65 110 2.75 1240
5 10:50 64 113 2.60 1225
6 10:55 65 113 2.60 1240
7 11:00 66 110 2.80 1235
8 11:05 66 109 2.90 1265
9 11:10 65 112 2.80 1370
10 11:15 65 113 2.60 1240
11 11:20 66 109 2.75 1240
12 11:25 66 108 2.85 1245
13 11:30 67 110 2.70 1215
Average
133965,1 110.3 2.67
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Test No. .17 Coefficient of friction . _ 0^0180
Oil . Ametrlcan Surface speed ..__5£5.jfk/mixu
.L/cllc — Feb, 26. 1910. Weight on bearing. 370#
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pullr U II R. P. M.Koom .Bearing
P. M.
1 12:40 - 69 108 1.90 810
2 12:45 69 109 1.85 832
3 12:50 69 111 1.8C ooU
4 12:55 112 1.80 7Q^
5 1:00 75 110 1.90 830
6 1: 05 77 110 1.90 830
7
I X . XU 73 110 1.90 815
8 1:15 73 110 1.90 808
,9 1:20 72 109 1.90 825
XU 70 109 1.90 815
11 1:30 69 109 1.90 795
12 1:85 69 108 1.9C 795
13 1:40 70 110 1,85 800
Average
71 110 1.88 823
Test No. ...18..... Coefficient of friction .
.
-0--0138-.
Oil .American. Surface speed—412- -ft-/m4n,-
Date— Weight on bearing. _ _ _37Q#
Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom .Bearing
1 1:45 70 111 1.35 600
2 1:50 70 111 1.35 584
3 1:55 70 HQ 1.40 583
4 2 : 00 70 109 1.45 602
5 2:05 69 109 1,50 605
6 2:10 70 109 1,45 570
7 2: 15 69 109 1.45 620
8 2:20 69 109 1.45 610
9 2:25 65 109 1.40 620
10 2:30 . 67 109 1.45 605
11 2:35 68 109 1.45 600
12 2:40 70 109 1.50 595
13 2:45 74 109 1.50 630
Average 68.6 109 1.44 600
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Test No IS Coefficient
Surface sp«
Weight on
of friction ..
:ed 2 7i
-0-^0097-
Oil Amexi.can 5 ft/min,
Date a6,-.lSlQ. bearing _37.0#.
Reading No. Time
P. M. Room
Temperatures
Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
1 2:50 76 111 .90 435
2 2:55 72 114 .90 425
3 3:00 70 113 .95 410
4 3 : Ob by 110 i oni. • uu 4.1 A
5 3:10 69 108 1.05 398
6 3:15 70 112 1.00 450
7 3:20 70 113 1.00 450
8 3 : <3D 70 111 . yo Ann
y 3:30 109 1,00
10 3:35 69 107 1..05 380
11 3:40 69 109 1.00 390
12 3:45 71 109 1.00 390
13 3:50 72 108 1.05 395
Average 70.4 110.4 1.01 410
Test No.
-2a-. Coefficient of friction — n m
Oil St andard Surface sDeed ?53 it /min
.
Date . -2R, ..1910. Weight on bearing 37 0#
Reading No. Time Room
Temperahires
Pull R. P. M.
P. M.
Bearing
1 12:30 76 145 1.60 1255
2 12:35 76 146 1.60 1250
3 12:40 75 147 1.60 1300
4 12r45 74 148 1,65
5 12:50 74 149 1,65 1280
6 12:55 73 149 1.60 1285
7 1:00 72 148 1.70 1300
8 1:05 75 149 1.65 1275
oM 1:10 75 149 1.65 1240
10 1:15 76 148 1.70 1275
11 1:20 76 148 1.65 1230
12 1:25 76 148 1.65 1240
13 1:30 77 148 1.65 1250
Average 75 148 1.64 1250
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Test No. .31.. Coefficient of friction. ..Q. 0.18.9.
Oil .Stan&sr.d... Surface sneed 685 ft /mill.
T""\ _ i„JJate JLcJa. • . _<5o.,. . JLcLLU.. Weight on hparinorvjli 1'ial 1 1J^ _ _ _ 27 0#-
LVCd LI 1 11 ^ X.\\J J. imc
Room
Temperatures
Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Bearing
1 1:40 77 2 30 1045
2 1:45 77 133 2..10 1070
3 L;50 77 135 2.00 1000
A l:bb 77 136 1 95
5 2.00 77 138 1.95 980
6 2; 05 75 138 1.90 970
rt
I o : iu 72 138 1.90 985
8 2:15 71 138 1.95 1010
9 2:20 71 140 1,95 1002
10 2:25 73 140 1,90 995
11 £:30 76 141 1.90 1028
12 2:35 76 141 1.90 1025
13 2:40 77 142 1.90 1018
Average 75 138 1.97 1004
Test No. ..22. Coefficient of friction
.
---0,0101
Oil Standard Surface speed—
-548-£t-/mixu
j->aie Feb. 28,. 1910. Weight on bearing 370#
Reading No Time Room
Temperatures
Pull R. P. M.
P. M.
riearing
1 2:45 76 130 2.05 812
2 2:50 77 131 2.00 818
3 2:55 76 130 2.00 810
4 3:00 76 130 2.00 800
5 3:05 77 130 2. GO 790
6 3:10 77 130 2,00 790
7 3:15 77 131 1.95 800
8 3:20 77 131 2.00 810
9 3:25 78 131 2.00 808
10 3:50 78 131 1.95 806
11 3:35 78 131 1.95 778
12 3:40 78 132 1.95 783
13 3:45 78 132 2,00 855
Average 77.1 131 1.99 804
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Test No.
Oil
- 23 - -----
St andard
Coefficient of
Surface speed
Weight on be
friction. ...0,0199
418 ft/min.
Date Feb. 38., 1910. ariner 37 0#
Reading No. £m?£. TemperaturesRoom Bearing Pull R. P. M.
1 3 :50 78 124 2.20 662
2 3 :55 74 122 1.90 540
3 4 :00 ( fj 121 2.05 614
4 4 :05 71 121 2.00 616
5 4 :10 70 121 2.05 615
6 4 :15 71 120 2.11 617
7( 4 :20 70 120 2.10 614
8 4 :25 69 120 2.10 605
9 4 :30 70 119 2.10 595
H2D r35 70 119J 2.10 609
4:40 75 120 2.15 640
12 4 :45 75 120 2.10 620
13 4 :50 75 120 2.10 616
Average 72.2 121 2.08 613
Test No. 24 Coefficient of friction . _ .0.02Q2.
Standard Surface sDeed 276 ft /min
.
Date ..Fab-. 28.,. 1910, Weight on bearing. _37.0#
Reading No. Time TemperatiRoom
ires
Bearing
Pull R. P. ivr1V1.
P . M.
1 5 :00 76 107 1.95 410
2 5 :05 76 108 1.90 380
3 5 :10 76 108 2.00 400
4 5 :15 77 108 2,00 400
5 5 :20 76 108 2.10 400
D 5 :25 77 108 1.95 370
7 5 :30 77 107 2.10 394
8 5 :35 77 108 2,25 470
9 5 :40 76 108 2.15 407
10 5 :45 76 108 2 , <>0 410
11 5:50 77 108 2.15 417
12 5 :55 77 108 £~> . wU 410
13 6 :00 77 109 2.20 407
Average
76.6 108 2.10 405
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Test No 35...
Oil St.andar.4
Date JPeb , . 28 y _ 1910
.
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Time
P. M,
6:05
6:10
6:15
6:20
6:25
6:30
6:35
6L40
6:45
6:50
6:55
7:00
7:05
Coefficient of friction.. Q_«.0386
Surface speed 852 ft /mill
.
Weight on bearing. _J?7_Qf
Temperatures „ „d T3 Pull R. P. M.Room Bearing
77 109 3.70 1265
76 116 4.10 1250
77 110 4.20 1260
76 112 4.10 1265
76 110 4.20 1245
76 111 4.10 1265
76 111 4.10 1255
76 111 4.10 1250
76 111 4.10 1240
76 111 4.05 1245
76 Ul 3.95 1240
76 111 3.90 1240
75 111 3.90 1235
Average 76 110 4.03 1250
Test No 2Gl Coefficient of friction. Q, 035-1-
oii Standard Surface speed .....690. ft/min
,
Date
. J*ab^.28,-.iai0. Weight on bearing
,57-0#
Reading No. Time Room
Temperatures
Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Bearing
1 7:10 76 111 3.65 1015
2 7:15 76 108 3.80 1021
3 7:20 76 110 3.60 1045
4 7:25 76 111 3.60 1040
5 7:30 76 110 3.70 1025
6 7:35 76 109 3.70 1030
7 7:40 76 HQ 3.60 1020
8 7:45 76 111 3.65 1000
9 7:50 76 108 3.85 982
10 7:55 76 108 3.70 983
11 8:00 76 109 3,65 998
12 8:05 76 111 3,60 998
13 8:10 76 112 3.50 1003
Average 76 110.1 3.66 1012
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27 Coefficient nf friction 0.0300
Oil St andard Surface sneeri 553 ft/inin.
Date ..Feb... .28,. .1910, Weight on bearing 37 0$
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M.
Koom Bearing
1 8:15 net( D 3,00 795
2 8:20 76 105 2.75 805
3 8:25 76 108 2.85 804
4. 76 111 2,70 805
5 b:35 » o 112 3.00 785
6 8:40 76 110 3.10 815
7 8:45 77 112 3.00 855
q o : ou 76 112 3,60 790
9 8:55 76 105 3.50 860
10 9:00 75 108 3.35 800
11 W AC9: 05 76 108 3.35 782
12 9:10 76 108 3,30 778
13 9:15 76 109 3.20 800
Average 76 109 3.13 812
Test No. . . . Ao. . Coefficient of friction _ _ O C&CK\
Oil St andard Surface sDeed
- » it w \_y \r
....415 tt /min.
Date Feb. 28, 1910. Weight on bearing ..320#....
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom Bearing
1 9:20 76 109 2.60 625
s 9:25 76 111 2.65 585
3 9:30 76 110 2.70 616
At 76 111 2.65 640
5 9:40 76 111 2.80 640
6 9:45 76 111 2.60 575
7 9:50 76 112 2.75 635
3 9:55 76 109 2.80 584
9 10:00 76 109 2.80 594
10 10:05 74 110 2.75 604
11 10:10 76 110 2.75 612
12 10:15 76 109 2.70 608
13 10:20 75 110 2.70 595
Average 75.7 110.1 2.71 609
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Test No .29-----
Oil Cap.it al
Date Mar.*..4, ..19.10
Coefficient of friction 0...0258
Surface speed 86 3 .ft /Clin .
_
Weight on bearing.. ___370#_
T?ppr1ino* Temperatures Pullr n O T> TITIa. . ir . ivi
.
P. M. Koom •Bearing
1 1:20 77 185 2.85 126©
2 1:25 77 185 2.70 1260
3 1:30 77 186 2.65 1265
4 1: 35 77 187 2,75 1*360
5 1:40 77 188 2.85 1270
6 1:45 77 190 2.65 1270
7 1:50 77 191 2.80 1265
8 1:55 77 192 2.70 1265
9 2:00 79 193 2.55 1260
10 2:05 79 192 2.60 1260
11 2:10 78 192 2.55 1280
12 2:15 78 193 2.65 1275
13 2:20 79 193 2.60 1270
Average 77.6 190 2.69 1267
Test No ..-3.0 Coefficient of friction.. -0^029 9-
Oil .__£aait.al Surface sDeed .7.00 . ft Anin
Date Mar. 4^ 1910. Weight on bearing _37_Q#.
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average
2:25
2:30
2:35
2:40
2:45
2:50
2:55
3:00
3:05
3:10
3:15
3:20
3:25
Temperatures
Room Bearing
79 179
79 179
79 179
79 179
79 181
79 182
79 183
79 183
79 184
79 184
80 184
79 183
80 184
79.1 182
Pull
3.10
3.10
3.15
3.10
3.16
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.05
3.05
3.10
3.15
3.15
3.12
R. P. M.
1050
1030
1030
1030
1025
1020
1020
1000
1025
1040
965
1010
1030
1023
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Test No -31---- Coefficient of
Surface speed
Weight on be
friction.
.
515 f
0..03.34
Oil Capit.aL
±
# ±y±u.
t /min
,
Date Mar * aring . 370-^
Reading No.
"ft.
Temperatures
Room Bearing Pull R. P. M.
1 3: 30 ( y 1 f b 3 , SO 825
2 3: 35 70f y 174 3.60 825
3 3: 40 79 174 3 .35 790
•A. O m tj 80 173 3.45 760
5 3: 50 ou 173 3.75 830
6 3: 55 81 175 3.45 810
7 4: 00 80 175 3; 40 780
8 4: 05 80 175 3.25 770
9 4: 10 79 175 3.50 830
10 4: 15 80 175 3.50 820
11 4: 20 79 176 3.40 850
12 4: 25 78 176 3,40 830
13 4: 30 79 176 3.35 805
Average 79,2 175.1 3.48 813
Test No. 32 Coefficient of friction .
.
-Q.Q40.8
Uil - — -&J- Surface speed 4.18-ft/aiin.,-.
Date -Mar.,. .4,-1910. Weight on bearing -370#
Reading No. Time TemperaturesRnnm Hparinir Pull R. P. M.
P. 11.
1 4: 55 79 167 4.20 635
2 4: 40 78 164 4.25 585
3 4: 45 79 164 4,15 600
A4 A •*
:
OU 78 163 4.10 620
5 4: 55 78 163 4.10 615
6 5: 00 78 164 4,15 630
7 5: 05 78 164 4,30 605
8 5: 10 78 164 a. 30 600
9 5: 15 77 164 4,05 650
10 5: 20 77 164 4.30 575
11 5: 25 77 164 4.50 580
12 5: 30 77 164 4.50 635
13 5: 35 76 164 4,30 615
Average 77.7 164 4.25 613
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Test No
Oil
33
Qanit.al
Coefficient of
Surface sDeed
friction..
-£!.0406
282 ft/min.
Date . . . llai —4 ,..1910. Weight on bearing. -37Q#
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom •Bearing
1 15"^ 5.00 390
2 5* 45 77 151 5.30 450
3 5: 50 76 152 4.60 430
4. 5: 55 76 152 3 .75 44Q1
5 vJ 74 152 3.80 400
6 6: 05 74 150 4,00 405
7( 6: 10 74 148 4.00 400
QO 6: 15 74 145 4.35 400
9 6: 20 74 145 4.35 405
10 6: 25 74 145 3.85 420
11 6: 30 74 144 3.90 400
12 6: 35 73 143 4.05 415
13 6: 40 72 143 4.05 430
Average 74.5 148 4.23 413
Test No 34 Coefficient of friction.. D.Q153
Oil Arco Surface speed 845. .ft /mill
Mar. 1910. Weight on bearing . 37 Q#
Reading No. Time
P. M.
Temperati
Room
ires
Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
i 12/: 00 74 155 1.40 1225
2 12: 05 74 155 1.75 1240
3 12: 10 74 155 1.80 1250
4 12: 15 74 154 1.55 1240
5 12; 20 74 154 1.55 1250
6 12: 25 75 155 1.65 1254
7 12: 30 75 155 1.55 1240
8 12: 35 76 156 1.55 1250
9 12: 40 76 157 1.60 1235
10 12: 45 76 157 1.65 1240
11 12: 50 76 158 1.55 1340
12 12: 55 76 158 1.65 1220
13 X: 00 76 158 1.60 1230
Average 75 156 1.60 1239
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Test No. ....35. Coefficient of friction
. a.013a
Oil -Aroo Surface speed .-..6a8.jft-/min^
Date
-.-Jiar.--7,--1910. Weight on bearing .37.0$
Reading No. 1 ime Temperatures Pull R. P. M.Koom .Bearing
P. M.
1 1:20 77 145 1,55 1020
2 1:25 77 143 1.55 1030
3 1:30 ( I 142 1.55 1050
4 1:35 77 142 1.45 1015
5 1:40 76 142 1.45 1020
6 1:45 76 141 1.35 1000
7 1:50 77 141 1.40 1010
8 1:55 76 140 1.40 1000
9 3 : 00 77 140 1.40 1000
10 2:05 77 139 1.45 1000
11 2:10 77 139 1.45 990
12 P • i ^Nl JLU 77 138 1.40 988
13 2:20 77 138 1.45 965
Average
77 141 1.45 1007
Test No. 36 Coefficient of friction.. _Q«_Q128
nil Surface sDeed 551 ft7min.
Date Mar. 7, 1910. Weight on bearing _37_Q$
Keading JNo 1 ime Temperatures Pull R. P. M.Koom hSeanng
P. M.
i 2:25 78 131 1,35 830
z 2:30 78 129 1.30 830
3 2:35 78 129 1.30 808
4 3:40 78 128 1.30 790
5 2:45 78 128 1.30 805
6 2:50 78 127 1.35 830
7 2:55 79 127 1,35 830
8 3:00 79 127 1.35 790
8 3:05 78 127 1.30 795
10 3:10 78 127 1.30 825
11 3:15 79 127 1.35 785
12 3:20 79 127 1.35". 790
13 3:25 79 127 1.35 805
Average 78.2 128 1.33 808
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Test No -
-Of -- Coefficient nf friction. jQ^X)120
Oil Arco Surface sr>eed 407 ft/min.
Date ...Mar. ..7,..1510. Weight on bearing. .. .3.7.Q#
rvedciing imo. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom .bearing
1 3:30 79 121 1.25 625
2 3 : 35 79 119 1.30 655
3 3:40 79 118 1..20 560
4 3:45 7Q 117 1.25 585
5 3:50 79 117 1.25 555
6 3* 55 79 116 1.25 buo
7 4:00 78 116 1.25 570
8 4:05 78 115 1.25 595
9 78 114 1,25 605
10 4:15 78 114 1.25 595
11 4:20 78 114 1,25 600
12 A . OC4 : <ab 78 114 1,25 600
78 114 1.25 610
Average 78.3 116 1.25 597
Test No
-38- - Coefficient of friction
-
-0.01-H-—
nil
-Ar-co Surface speed --.-2£0 - ft/ain-.-
Date Mar. 7 4 1910. Weight on bearing 37 0#
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M. Koom bearing
1 4:35 78 111 1.15 410
2 4:40 78 108 1.15 390
«•» 4:45 78 107 1.15 395
4 4:40 77 106 1.15 390
*j 4:55 78 106 1.15 435
77 105 1.20 460
7 5:05 77 105 1.20 410
8 5:10 77 105 1,16 410
9 o : jlxj 77 1Q4 1.15 405
10 5:20 77 104 1.15 400
11 5:25 77 104 1.15 420
12 5:30 77 104 1.15 395
13 5:35 76 104 1.20 430
Average 77.2 106 1.16 411
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Test No.
Oil
Date
.39-
-Arco
.Mar, --7,- -1910,
Coefficient of friction
-Q»-Q37.7__
Surface speed
-855-itV^nLLll-.-
Weight on bearing J3?Q$
Reading No. Time
P. M.
Room
Temperatures
Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
1 5-:50 75 109 3.05 1210
2 5::45 77 109 3.00 1250
3 5-:50 76 HQ 2.95 1240
4 5::55 76 111 2,80 1250
5 6::00 77 111 2.80 1255
6 6 :05 77 111 2.80 1220
7 6':10 77 109 2.75 1175
8 6'•15 77 110 2.80 1250
9 6::20 77 112 2.85 1275
10 6::25 77 110 3.05 1260
11 6:•30 77 108 2.95 1275
12 6:•35 76 110 2. 90 1250
13 6:•30 76 110 2. 90 1255
Average
76.5 110 2.89 1251
-.40.- Coefficient of friction 0,0236.
Oil .
-Area Surface sneed ftftSffc /mln .
Date Mar
.
7> 1910. Weight on bearing. __37Q :j?
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
P. M.
I.W-/VJ 1 J J
1 6: 45 76 110 2.35 1000
2 6; 50 77 107 2.55 970
3 6:55 76 111 2.45 1015
4 7:00 77 107 2.55 1010
5 7:05 76 109 2.40 1025
6 7:10 76 109 2.15 1050
7 7:15 76 117 2.10 1040
8 7: 20 76 114 2.30 970
9 7:25 76 111 2,55 1015
10 7:30 75 109 2.60 1025
11 7:35 76 111 2,55 998
12 7: 40 75 110 2.60 995
13 7:45 76 110 2.60 990
Average
76 110 2.46 1008
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i est in o»
Oil
.41
_ Arcs.
.
Coefficient of friction...
Surface speed J55.Q.
Weight on bearing .
sji • u.Xj?.o
£t/JB3Jl,
Date .Mar...l t ..1.910. . 3? 0#
Reading No. Time
P. M.
Temperatures
Room Bearing Pull R. P. M.
1 7<:50 75 109 2.05 815
2 7::55 74 107 2.15 790
3 8' : 00 75 105 2.10 810
4 8!:05 75 106 830
5 8;:10 75 109 2.00 826
6 8::15 74. 111 1.90 810
7 8::20 74. 111 2,00 ouu
8 8::25 7 A 110 2.05 795
9 8::30 7A 108 2.00 790
10 8!•35 7A 109 2.05 805
8':4C 7A 109 2.00 810
12 8-:45 7/1 109 1,95 808
13 8':50 74 109 1,90 812
Average 7A ^ 109 2.01 808
Test No 42 Coefficient of friction 0143
Oil . -
-Aroo- Surface soeed A4P, f-t/ainu
Date Max.. .7^.1910 • Weight on bearing ...37.0#.-
Reading No. Time Temperatiires Pull R. P. M.
P
.
M. Room Bearing
1 8::55 74 110 1.55 625
2 9':00 74 110 1.50 625
3 9 :05 74 110 1.45 610
A
** 9 rlO 74 110 1,50 600
5 9:15 74 110 1.50 600
6 9:20 74 HQ 1.50 605
7 9:25 74 109 1.50 600
8 9 :30 73 110 1.45 610
9 9 :35 73 110 1.45 600
10 9 :40 73 110 1.45 600
11 9 :45 73 110 1.45 600
12 9 .50 73 110 1.50 600
13 9 :55 73 110 1.50 595
Average 73,5 110 1.49 605
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Test No .43. Coefficient of friction .0111
Oil A Surface sneed 835 ft/min.
Date .Ma*, ..12.,.1910 Weight on bearing
-w~ — <»
.37.0#.
-" "
'
Reading No. Time
A. M.
Temperatures
Room Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
1 7':35 62 142 1.25 1270
2 7'•40 62 142 1.00 1220
3 7
!
•45 64 142 1.10 1225
4 7::50 66 142 1220
5 7-:55 66 142 1.15 1225
6 8':00 66 143 1.20 1225
7 8::05 66 144 1.15 1220
8 8::10 66 144 1.15 1215
9 8:•15 65 144 1.15 1210
10 8::20 65 144 1.20 1200
11 8::25 66 145 1.20 1225
12 8 30 66 146 1.15 1225
13 8: 35 66 146 1.20 1225
Average 65 144 1.16 1223
Test No 4.4 Coefficient of friction.
.
-.0.0120-
nil A Surface speed ...69.Q. ft/min,
Date Mar ... 12, -.1910.. Weight on bearing. .370$
Reading No. Time TemperaturesRoom Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
A. M.
1 8 :40 65 138 1,20 1005
2 8::45 65 138 1,25 1000
3 8::50 66 138 1.25 1000
4 8::55 66 138 1.25 1005
5 9::00 66 138 1.25 1005
6 9<•05 65 138 1.30 1010
7 9:10 66 138 1.25 1040
8 9:rl5 65 138 1.30 1000
9 9:20 64 138 1.30 1005
10 9: (J 63 137 1.25 1020
11 9:30 65 138 1.20 1020
12 9 :35 66 137 1,25 1015
13 9 :40 66 137 1,25 1010
Average
65,2 138 1.25 1011
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Test No.
Oil
Date
.45.
A
Coefficient of friction. .
-0^-0120-
Surface speed . . £ SO - f-t-^inill .,-
Weight on bearing 3.701..
Average
ing No. Time Temperatures TJi.11rllll K. Jr.
A. M.
Koom .Bearing
1 9::45 64 129 1.C5 810
2 9::50 63 126 1.10 805
3 9':55 64 125 1.15 800
4 10':00 64 124 1.15 795
5 10::05 64 124 1,20 815
6 10':10 64 123 1.25 805
7 10':15 63 123 1.35 820
8 10 :20 64 124 1.30 860
9 10::25 68 124 1.25 800
10 10 :30 69 124 1.25 790
11 10::35 68 124 1.25 780
12 10::40 69 124 1.30 820
13 10::45 70 124 1.30 830
m 65.7 124 1.22 810
Test No 46--
Oii A...
Date Mar- 15,- -1310.
Coefficient of friction
-0^010-7
Surface speed 552-
-ft /mitt*
Weight on bearing
-370#
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Time
A. M.
10:50
10:55
11:00
11:05
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:25
11:30
11:35
11:40
11:45
11:50
Temperatures
Room Bearing
73
72
72
72
71
71
72
70
70
72
71
72
70
112
111
111
111
111
112
112
112
113
112
112
111
111
Pull
1.40
1.35
1,30
1.30
1.35
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1,25
R. P.
610
615
620
595
590
625
625
625
630
610
610
600
600
M.
Average 72 112 1.26 612
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Test No. .....47. Coefficient nf friction 1vmn7
Oil A Surface sneed 284 ft/min.
Date ....liar,-18, -.1910. Weight on bearing -37JD#...__
Reading No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
A. M. Koom .Bearing
1 11:55 102 1.00 400
2 12;00N 68 100 1.14 420
3 12 : 05 67 100 1.15 420
A 12: 10 68 100 1.10 420
5 12: 15 68 100 1.10 420
6 12:20 68 100 1.15 420
1 12:25 70 100 1.20 420
DO 12::30 70 100 1.20 440
9 12 • 35 70 101 1.15 450
10 12:40 70 101 1.10 400
X JL 12:45 70 100 1.10 405
12 12:50 70 100 1.10 405
13 12:55 70 100 1,05 405
Average 69 100 1,12 417
Test No. ---48 Coefficient of friction _ 0^0295.
Oil . A Surface sDeed
i-'aie ...Mar.... 1210
.
Weight on bearing.. .. ...370#--
Reading No. 1 ime Temperatures Pull R. P. M.
Koom Bearing
P. M.
1 1:00 70 115 2.75 1225
2 1:05 70 113 4.00 1240
3 1:10 70 115 3.40 1220
4 1:15 73 111 3.60 1200
5 1:20 72 109 3.10 1230
eD 1:25 72 109 3.15 1225
7 1:30 72 109 2.95 1225
8 1:35 72 110 2.80 1225
9 1:40 72 111 2.75 1225
10 1:45 72 111 2.90 1220
11 1:50 72 111 2,90 1215
12
,
1:55 72 111 2,85 1220
13 2:00 72 111 2.90 1220
Average
71.5 111 3.08 1222
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Test No.
Oil
Date
.49.—
A.
-Max .--12,. .1910.
Coefficient of friction 0-»0S3S..
Surface speed 69Q-f-t /mill...
Weight on bearing .370$--.
Average
ng No. Time Temperatures Pull R. P. '
P. M. Koom .Bearing
1 2:05 74 110 2.50 1025
2 2:10 72 109 2.40 1020
3 2:15 72 109 2.40 1005
4 2:20 70 110 2.40 1050
5 2:25 70 110 2.35 1020
6 2:30 70 111 2,35 1005
7 2:35 71 111 2 . 35 1030
8 2:40 71 112 2.20 1010
9 2:45 71 113 2.10 1005
10 2:50 71 110 2.30 995
11 2:55 70 113 2,35 1005
12 3:00 72 106 2.50 985
13 3:05 71 107 2.15 1015
71.3 110 2.33 1013
Test No.- 50 ---
Oil A
Date Mar ...12,. 1910.
Coefficient of friction .Q.-Q181.
Surface speed 544 - f-t /mill . -
Weight on bearing «3?0$
Reading No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average
Time
P. M.
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
00
05
10
Temperatures Pull R. P.
>m Bearing
72 109 1.65 825
73 111 1.80 810
72 110 1.85 770
71 109 1.90 785
71 109 1.90 780
72 110 1.85 775
72 112 1,90 805
72 111 1.95 785
72 110 1.95 805
73 110 2.00 795
74 110 2.00 800
73 109 1.95 815
73 111 1.85 810
72.2 110 1.89 797
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Test No.
Oil
Date
5.1
A
Mar.. -IS,-. 1910
.
Coefficient of friction.. Q. 0.076
.
Surface speed . . . _2_? .2. . ? * !
.
Weight on bearing 37-0$- --
ing No. Time Temperat ures Pull R. P.Room iJCal
P. M.
1 4:15 72 112 .85 430
2 4:20 72 110 .80 395
3 4:25 70 107 .80 385
4 4:30 73 108 .75 390
5 4:35 73 110 .75 390
6 4:40 72 108 .75 380
7 4:45 74 109 .80 400
8 4:50 74 108 .80 385
9 4:55 74 110 .85 390
10 5:00 74 109 .85 400
11 5:05 74 108 .85 410
12 5:10 74 110 .90 405
13 5:15 74 110 .85 400
?e
73.6 109 ,79 398
M.
Test No
Oil
Date
Reading No. Time
Coefficient of friction.
Surface speed
Weight on bearing
Temperatures
Room Bearing
Pull R. P. M.
Average
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